PRODUCT REVIEW

LIVINGÊN ATUREÊ
NOURISHINGÊH ANDÊ
CREAMÊ 100ML £12.75

BURTÕS ÊB EESÊB EESWAXÊ
ANDÊB ANANAÊH ANDÊ
CREMEÊ 57G £9.99

WELEDAÊS EAÊ
BUCKTHORNÊH ANDÊ
CREAMÊ 50ML £6.95

This super rich all-natural hand cream
is made with aloe vera and vitamin E
to moisturise dry skin, and beeswax to
help seal and shield your hands from the
elements. The sweet smell of banana
reminds you to feed your skin with
nourishing care.

Weleda have been using Sea Buckthorn
since the 1950s in its organic Elixir, and
their hand cream offers replenishing
intensive care for rough, dry hands, to
keep skin satin smooth. It penetrates
quickly without leaving an oily layer and
is perfect after gardening.

SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL SAY:

SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL SAY:

SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL SAY:

A nurturing hand cream,
presented in a rather
attractive bottle. It has a
really smooth texture and
after application, settled
into my skin very nicely. It
has quite a strong scent,
which fades leaving a
pleasant after-smell. Two
hours after application
and my hands are still
feeling very soft and
comfortably moisturised.
www.livingnature.com

This yummy hand cream comes in
a glass pot with a screw lid. It has a
distinctive banana scent and is a light,
white cream. When rubbed into the
hands, it is dissolved quickly and soon
smoothed the
dry areas on my
hands. It has left
my hands feeling
nourished and
smelling rather
banana-ery!
www.burtsbees.
co.uk

This hand lotion has a lovely, pleasant
citrusy smell and is quite a light cream
that sinks into your
skin nicely. It leaves
your hands feeling
well moisturised and
smooth as it sinks in
so quickly. I’m trying
to find a fault with this
one, but there isn’t one!
All in all, this is a great
product that I would
highly recommend.
www.weleda.co.uk

GREENÊP EOPLEÊ
ORGANICÊB ASEÊNO Ê
SCENTÊH ANDÊ& ÊB ODYÊ
LOTIONÊ 200ML £15.95

SUVARNAÊ100%Ê
ORGANICÊC OMFREYÊ
ANDÊLA VENDERÊ
HANDÊC REAM

UNICAÊREVIV ALÊ
INTENSIVEÊH ANDÊ
CREAMÊÊ 70ML £7.50

Keep dry and sensitive skin protected
with this nourishing, non-greasy lotion
which is rich in moisture binding
omega-6 essential fatty acid. Organic
aloe vera and oils from avocado, olive
and hemp, nurture and restore the
moisture in skin. Made without essential
oils, this unscented moisturiser is
suitable for the most sensitive of skin.

Shea butter and organic oil provide deep
hydration, while comfrey, calendula and
lavender provide healing properties for
dry and chapped skin. This cream can
be used on other parts of the body that
need healing or moisturising and soaks
in after 5 minutes.

This nourishing hand cream draws on the
curative and restorative powers of active
manuka honey to hydrate and nourish the
hands, as well as larch tee tree extract.
It is rapidly absorbed into the skin to
help repair chaffed, chapped hands, and
provides any extra protection needed.

SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL SAY:
The No Scent Hand and Body Lotion
comes in a surprisingly
large bottle, which will
last for some time, so the
price tag of £15.95, offers
good value for money. It
is scent free and a small
amount covers my hands
sufficiently. It settles into
my skin nicely, leaving
it feeling wonderfully
moisturised, feeling soft
and not too greasy.
www.greenpeople.co.uk

60ML

£7.69

SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL SAY:
The Suvarna hand cream is quite solid
in the jar, and feels a little bit grainy
when you first take it out, but melts
when it comes into contact with the
skin and spreads easily. It absorbs
quite quickly and is a bit greasy, but as
this is an intensive hand cream I would
expect there to be some
residue. It smells
of lavender and is
lovely and relaxing
and left my hands
feeling soft and
nourished!
www.suvarna.co.uk

STAR BUY!
This gorgeous, nutritive hand cream
combines a nourishing rich blend of oils
and butters with the healing properties
of calendula, vitamin E and the
re-balancing action of prebiotic and is
great for normal to very dry skin.
SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL SAY:
I love this hand cream! It has a delightful
scent and blends into the skin quickly,
leaving hands soft and silky and is
especially good for those with very dry or
eczema prone skin.
www.unicacosmetics.com
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BUYERS GUIDE

LETS GO

Green
The Simply Beautiful team
shares with you some of the
best natural beauty products on
the market

F

ancy trying some of
the best natural beauty
products available? With
so many products on the
market it can be difficult
to know where to start, so take a look
at our Green Buyers Guide for our
top picks each month. In each issue
of Simply Beautiful we offer you a
selection of great products from our
favourite companies, to help you create
a collection of natural and effective
cosmetics – to suit all budgets.

UNICA	
  ORANGE	
  
DELIGHT	
  LOTION	
  
STICK	
  
30G £5.50
A gorgeous, highly nourishing and
refreshing solid lotion for normal
to dry skin, with a soothing blend of
oils - containing shea butter, healing
calendula and vitamin E. The Orange
Delight Lotion Stick is naturally scented
with uplifting and energising orange
and rosemary essential oils. This is
absolutely fantastic on any area of skin
that needs extra care and has many
of the nutrients your skin needs, all
packed into a really practical stick.
What’s more, the wonderful people at
Unica will substitute the beeswax for
olive oil, making this product completely
accessible for vegans.

www.unicacosmetics.com
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MULONDON	
  ORGANIC	
  WHITE	
  
CHOCOLATE	
  TRUFFLE	
  FACE	
  
MOISTURISER	
  60ML £13.00
A delicious, decedent, organic white chocolate face
moisturiser. Indulge your skin and your senses in this
luxurious spread, containing organic shea butter and
jojoba oil, and extracts of coca and pure bourbon vanilla
to especially spoil, pamper and excite. Look in issue 9
for a fantastic opportunity of winning some MULondon
goodies, as well as a promotional 20% off, exclusive to
Simply Beautiful readers! www.mulondon.com

GREEN	
  BABY	
  
STRETCH	
  MARK	
  
CREAM	
  70G £8.95

One for yummy mummies everywhere!
This gentle massage cream is a blend of
sunflower oil, with added cocoa butter,
organic jojoba oil and
carrot oil. The deeply
nourishing formula
contains essential oils
of organic mandarin,
organic lavender and
neroil that promotes skin
regeneration and helps
to prevent stretch marks.
Massage into the stomach
and waist, thighs and
breasts, both during and
after pregnancy to feel the
full benefits of this cream.

www.greenbabyco.co.uk

